
GENERAL END CUSTOMER DECLARATION 

(Validity 12 Month )

We Company: …………………………………………………………..

Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

declare and guarantee hereby, that any products which are purchased from Th. Geyer

- will be not used in the illicit manufacture of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances or selling them to a
third party for that purpose;

- neither are used for human or veterinary pharmaceutical purposes, nor in the field of agriculture, food and
cosmetics except as raw material or ingredient and/or as research and analytical reagent;

- are not used for military and illicit purposes;

- are not used as explosive or as pyrotechnic material or for the manufacturing of such material;

- in case of export to foreign countries outside EC or OECD the customer will meet strictly to any export
regulations;

- to resale, to pass or to release to a third party for use only provided that a similar End User Declaration from

the recipient of the products confirming the use in accordance to laws and regulations is available. These
Declarations are kept and shown to Th. Geyer on request.

- only will be supplied by the customer to a third party if he undertakes to request a similar End User
Declaration from its recipient. These Declarations are kept and shown to Th. Geyer on request.

- will not be sold to persons, organisations or to countries, if EU-, UN- or US- embargo measures are in force.

Declaration concerning the German Chemical prohibition ordinance 

“ Chemikalienverbotsverordnung“ Substances and preparations labelled acc. to CLP-regulation with GHS02 and 

one of the hazard statements H224, H241, H242 or with GHS03 or with GHS06 or with GHS08 and one of the 

hazard statements H340, H350; H350i, H360, H360F, H360D, H360FD, H360Fd, H360Df, H370, H372

will only be used by us as end-user in accordance with legal regulations 

Legally binding signature Name in block letters

Position in the company Place / Date

Stand 2020-05

□
□ will only be used by us as end-user for research purposes, scientific education and training purposes and/or

analytical purposes.

At least one of these options must be checked!

Proof of identity

New customers should attach a “Handelsregisterauszug” or a “Gewerbeschein”. 

(Exception: public institutions and institutes)

The customer confirms that he has expertise in handling with chemicals and that he complies with the regulatory 
requirements in the respected applicable version with regard to storage, handling and usage of the chemicals.

Please transfer the following text on your company’s letterhead and send back to Th. Geyer duly signed. 
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